
Scientific Practice
Theories and Stories of
DoingPhysics
Edited by Jed Z. Buchwald

In this examination of small-scale
experiment in physics, contributors
focus on interactions among the
people, materials, and ideas involved
in experiments. Providing both
philosophical perspectives on
scientific processes and historical
case studies of the practice of
physics, this volume is essential
reading for anyone interested in the
interplay between scientific theory
and practice.
*Paper $24.95/£19.95 416 pages

Descartes and His
Contemporaries
Meditations, Objections,
and Replies
Edited by Roger Arlew and
Marjorie Grene

Before publishing his landmark
Meditations, Descartes sent his man
uscript to leading thinkers to solicit
their objections to his arguments.
This book examines the arguments
of each of the objectors-Hobbes,
Gassendi, Arnauld, Morin, Caterus,
Bourdin, and others whose views
were compiled by Mersenne,
shedding light on how Descartes'
thought was developed in opposition
to the ideas of his contemporaries.
*Paper $17.95/£14.25 272 pages
Science and Its Conceptual Foundations
series

Discipline and
Experience
The Mathematical Way in the
Scientific Revolution
Peter Dear

"Discipline and Experience profoundly
changes our understanding of the
Scientific Revolution. Instead of tak
ing 'experience' as an unproblematic
foundation for natural philosophy,
Dear displays the varying modes
by which experience was itself
constituted.... A provocative and
important book."-Steven Shapin
*Paper $24.00/£19.95 368 pages
Science and Its Conceptual Foundations
series

*Cloth edition available
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Now in paper

A Social History of Truth
Civilityand Science in
Seventeenth-Century England
Steven Shapin

"Shapin's thesis is lucidly expound
ed in prose which is remarkably
fluent.... His manner is unstrident
and his argument consistently intel
ligent and thought-provoking....
There is much to be learned here
about the working of scholarly
communities, whether scientific
or otherwise."-Keith Thomas,
London Review of Books
Paper $16.95/£13.50508 pages
Science and Its Conceptual Foundations
series

Scenes from Deep Time
EarlyPictorial Representations of
the Prehistoric World
Martin J. S. Rudwlck

"The history of illustration is the
most important, yet most neglected
of subjects in our quest to under
stand the interactions of mind,
nature, and culture. Primates are
primarily visual animals-and how
we reconstruct the history of life
through drawings is the surest path
to insight about our concepts and
biases. Martin Rudwick virtually
invented this important field of
inquiry, and this book is the finest
ever written on its vital subject."
-Stephen]ay Gould
Paper $20.00/£15.95 294 pages

On Monstersand
MalVels
Ambroise Pare

Translated by Janis L. Pallister

"Ambroise Pare's On Monsters and
Marvelsis a key text for understand
ing Renaissance medical concep- .
tions of the monstrous. Beyond this,
it is a crucial guide to dominant
ideas about the natural and the
unnatural, the link between sexual
practices and abnormal ~oncep~on,
the scanning of the physical uru
verse for signs of divine will. And
beyond this, it is a fa~cinating, ?is
turbing, and often wildly amusIng
book."-Stephen Greenblatt
Paper $13.95/£11.25 256 pages
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de Gruyter ~~~~~~~~~~

Laws of Nature
Essays on the Philosophical, Scientific and
Historical Dimensions
Edited by Friedel Weinert
1995. x + 422 pages. ISBN 3-11-013918-9. Paper $45.00
(Pbilosopbie und Wissenschaft - Transdisziplindre Studien, Vol. 8)

CONTENTS: Philosophical Views: The Neo-Humean Perspective: Laws as Regularities,
N. Swartz • The Necessitarian Perspective: Laws as Natural Entailments, M. Leckey
andJ Bigelow • The Skeptical Perspective: Science without Laws ofNature, R. Giere
• The Middle Ground: Resiliency and Laws in the Web of Belief, B. Skyrms and K
Lambert • The New Aspect: Symmetries as Meta-Laws, M. Morrison • Scientific
Views: Laws and Experiment, A. Franklin • Laws and Theories: Generality versus
Coherence, E. Scheibe • Laws and Chaos, H. Haken • Algorithmic Compressibility,
Fundamental and Phenomenological Laws, R Davies • The Distinctness of Biology,
R Ayala • Historical Views: Origins of Scientific "Law," J Ruby • Algamation of a
Concept: Laws of Nature in the New Sciences, F. Steinle • Theory Bound and
Unbound: Superstrings andExperiments, R Galison

Nowavailable inpaperback: _

Mind, Brain, Behavior
The Mind-Body Problem and the
Philosophy of Psychology
Martin Carrier and]iirgen Mittelstrass
1995. x + 314 pages. ISBN 3-11-014954-0. Paper $29.95
The authors offer a novel approach to the mind-body problem anddiscuss a number
of currently popular views in the field. It is argued that the content of mental states
considered relevant by psychology may diverge from the content of introspectively
accessible mental phenomena. This means that folk psychology may notbe reducible
to empirical scientific psychology. On the contrary, theformer may serve as observa
tion theory forthelatter.

Prices subject to change.

IW I For North America:Walter de Gruyter Walter de Gruyter, Inc.
Berlin. New York G 200 Saw Mill River Road

Hawthorne, NY 10532
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Is Objectivity Faith?

A Reconciliation of
Science and Religion

The religious claim that faith can manipulate
events at a distance is consistent with a mystical
ontology in which the suppression of the ego's pre
ference allows the Self to transcend the ostensible
barrier of externality.

Translated into the conceptual language of
the scientific method, in which perceptions tend to
corroborate one's preconceptions, this suggests that
the ego may be a preconception of autonomy
which is corroborated by the perception of exter
nality. It also predicts that the suppression of this
autonomy in an attitude of objectivity should, like
faith, enhance the actualization of one's other pre
conceptions in the supposedly external world,
rather than deterring their manifestation as science
has traditionally assumed.

Paper: 71pp. $10.00 includes S&H
ISBN 1-57502-036-X

Bill McKee, 13230 Blanco Rd. #305
San Antonio TX 78216
(210) 493-0861 ptjh80a@prodigy.com
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